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I have always been drawn to and fascinated by doors. We would drive past a 
building or brownstone in Brooklyn where I was born, and I would              
immediately be drawn to the large wooden doors. Some were ornate and old 
looking and like strongholds to keep one out. Some were welcoming, pulling 
someone in to see the wonder behind it. Doors can be a symbol of being     
imprisoned or of opportunity! A door can represent a transition and be a    
passageway to another place or world.  
 
It is interesting that doors are mentioned in scripture at least 180 times. They 
are spoken of mostly as open doors, but there are references to closed doors  
as well. In the biblical sense, doors refer to the importance of communication 
and agreement. When the doors were open, the implication is that there is 
communication between God and that person. When the door is closed there 
was no communication with God and no agreement. We need to pay attention 
to the open doors we have and the closed doors that we keep in our              
relationship with Jesus.  
 
I have found when Jesus has access to all of me that is when my doors are open to Him.  I am more effective   
in the way I communicate with Him and those around me. When I have closed doors in my heart my            
communication becomes lesser. Remember, communication with Jesus is enhancing our lives and blessing     
us. Shut doors limit and create a hiddenness, thus our communication is thwarted.  
 
In 40 years of ministry, I have seen how often people carry those shut and blocked doors within their heart. 
Many of us seal and guard those doors to protect ourselves. The question is, who are we protecting ourselves 
from? It is what we were conditioned to do in our humanness and brokenness. It is the effects of sin. Its product 
is the negative fruit produced in us. Remember, all sin whether from our own choices because of hurts or losses 
and those who sinned against us, whether they did it intentionally or not will produce negative fruit in our lives. 
Sin wants ultimately to produce fear, hiddenness and much more. It is at the opposite of what Jesus can produce 
in our lives if we let Him into those places. What He gives is abundant love, freedom, peace, hope and safety. 
 
In Revelation 3:20, Jesus is asking us to let Him in, not just to save us, but also to sanctify us, heal us             
and restore us. I had to let Him sit with me in all of those places, behind those shut doors in my life. I had to 
choose to let Him come in, slowly at first, one door at a time. He is patient and good. He knows the effort we  
go to, to protect ourselves and why. By letting Jesus have access to those doors that symbolize places and           
experiences in our story, we are inviting the ultimate grace of His love and power to demolish lies, distortions 
and strongholds in our lives.  
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You see, strongholds set themselves up against the true knowledge of Gods love for us 
along with our worth, our value and our beauty. Closed doors enable strongholds  
within our thinking to continue to struggle with seeing our identity through the eyes of 
Christ, who is for us. The authority of a negative experience in our life is not passive, 
even if it is behind a closed door, hidden away; it is not silent. The negative fruit is 
produced in a variety of ways through different distorted belief systems, our emotional 
reactions, and behaviors. In truth, it can continue to create chaos. Jesus’s authority and 
power is far greater than any sin that wants to wreak havoc or hinder us in our lives. A 
great quote from Tim Keller that I heard from a sermon once is, “Nothing pleases God 
more then letting Him touch the places you don’t think pleases Him – God is drawn to 
broken things - so He can draw the most beautiful of things out of us and through His 
Love. The joy of the Lord happens inside the Sorrow.” The enemy’s use of judgement, 
defensiveness and punishment can cause us to put ourselves on trial, for what we have 
done and for what was done to us. That hidden door is not silent when we let old 
scripts coming from our pain continue to create negative thoughts. Jesus is here to renew our minds. 
 
The process of being made new, and of growing in oneness with Christ and the Father depends on our will 
yielding to the invitation of letting Jesus enter those unopened doors of our lives. As we let Jesus unlock that 
door, we learn to trust Him more, but also rely on Him and His love for us instead of relying on ourselves or our 
own coping mechanisms. Sanctification is taking place. What scripture predicts, happens! We are gaining     
access to the mind of Christ. His truths become real, then healing and the renewing of our minds starts to      
unfold.  
 
In having Jesus move from being my Savior to being Lord of my life, I embraced the security benefits of His 
Lordship over me. He has access to me in a relationship that is cultivated and nurtured together. It is not for me 
to be the project manager or CEO of my life as a Christian, but to choose to let Him have all of me, so He can 
transform me, and lead me by His Grace, Love and Holiness. Jesus’s love is most powerful when we stop     
pretending that we have it all together and that we need His love in those places where we are most broken, 
feeling separated from our true self, others, and Him. I often believe when we are most vulnerable that is often 
when we are most open to let His love in. 
 
Those hidden locked doors at times can still dictate, bring shame, loneliness, fear, abandonment, self-hatred, 
anger, bitterness, false pride, and self-destructive behaviors in our lives.  
 
As Jesus woos us to give Him permission to be with us there, we learn we are not alone. I once felt that sin 
wanted me to live under the lie that I am alone in my pain, but Jesus’s presence over sin takes authority over 
that pain, if I choose to let him carry it for me. Jesus is all loving, all gentle, all powerful and all forgiving.     
Jesus knows the fragility of being human, that is why He came to enter it into our humanity, so we do not have 
to carry the weight of our own brokenness and try to fix it. Jesus knows the power of 
the world to wound and how sin wants to destroy our worth, value and beauty.     
Remember, sin wants to stay hidden so it can continue to affect our identities as   
one chosen by God, as part of His family and one of His treasured possessions.  
 
The invitation of what Jesus started in my life is what led me to build a ministry 
around the truth, hope, and possibility of what Jesus can do around our pain and   
suffering. It is available to all of us. It is letting Him clearly identify that dark dusty 
place that He can help and enable you to open. Even if you give him permission to 
open it for you, He can do this. It may take time, help from others and a willingness 
to spend time listening to His still quiet voice. He is there to guide you and to love 
you into wholeness where you were not loved well. It takes time because Jesus has 
us in a process of healing and is building a foundation of intimacy and relationship 
with him that goes deep. He delights in being in relationship with each one of us. 
We are wonderfully made in Gods image, and He wants us to see that through His 
eyes.  
 
I leave you with this image, a metaphor of the work of the Holy Spirit in the inner man. Acts 16:26: “Suddenly 
there was such a violent earthquake, that the foundations of the prisons were shaken. At once all the prison 

doors were open and everybody’s chains came loose.” 



Within Us   ~Catherine 
 
If ever there was a time when healing was needed, I think that time is now.  I am sure that many other people 
have also written that as an opening statement in their articles in recent days. We are in and have been living in 
difficult times over the last few years.  Mental health issues are reaching a fevered pitch.  My heart breaks for 
the children who are dealing with issues bigger than I can imagine for someone their age.  But I am grateful 
that we serve a God… 
 

“… who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to his 
power that is at work within us…” Ephesians 3:20 

 
Within us.  Do you see that?  His work is within us, not just around us, above us or below… but within.  This 
verse serves as the foundation for Imagine Ministries which focuses on healing the inner person, the unseen 
heart, the wounded soul through Inner Healing counseling and Listening in Christ retreats.  Hearing the heart 
of Jesus in our daily lives isn’t always easy, but Tricia McDermott, Spiritual Director, leads us into this      
journey where we can open ourselves to that Voice. I have experienced this in my own life… seeking to live 
with intention to hear the Holy Spirit’s guidance in all things. 
 
This isn’t always easy for me.  I do take steps outside this guidance at times.  I put my metaphorical foot in it, 
sometimes a lot.  But the Holy Spirit is gentle and loving. Today I’m experiencing a difficult situation in my 
life, and I want solutions now.  ‘Hurry up, God!’ is an all-too-often refrain I pray.  But I have been given the 
gift of waiting… Waiting on God to speak, to act, to heal the situation.   It doesn’t always feel like a gift… yet 
waiting to see God intervene is an exciting prospect. I am learning how to wait and to listen through this     
ministry’s teachings. 
 
I am on the Board of Directors for Imagine Ministries because I believe it offers needed spiritual disciplines to 
becoming whole in this broken world.  Many of us don’t know how to break through with the noise in our   
culture. It’s not easy, so instead we push through to the point of exhaustion.  If this is where you are, I          
encourage you to consider your heart. 
 

“The Lord is close to the brokenhearted and saves those who are crushed in 
spirit.” Psalm 34:18 

MINISTRY STORIES 

Believe   ~Lori 
 
During this holiday season the word “believe” is seen quite often and usually refers to the belief in something 
magical that brings hope and love to everyone.  Throughout my journey of inner healing with Tricia, I have 
come to have a much deeper understanding and love for this word. 
 
During this journey it became clear that what I believed about God, about myself and my life was very          
distorted.  I was in a cycle of performing and striving to gain acceptance and love.  I so desperately wanted  
acceptance and love from God as well as the important role models in my life.  What I didn’t know at the time 
was that it was all right there for me to take, all I had to do was believe! 
 
Because of the gentle, loving and honest conversations and guidance of Tricia I was able to change those     
distorted beliefs and fully trust in who God is and who He made me to be.  It’s no longer a life of striving and 
seeking, it’s just being and believing.  Each and every day Christ walks beside me and continues to show me 
His truth and love.  Call it magical if you will – but our Lord and Savior is the One who came to this earth as a 
baby to bring hope and love for all of us.  All we need to do is BELIEVE. 
 
 “This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world that we might live 
through him.  This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice 
for our sins.” ~1 John 4:9-10 



How to  
Support the 

ministry 

If you would like to bless this 
ministry and see the much 

needed work of inner healing 
and spiritual direction continue 
there are several options below 

to donate.  We are grateful for 
the continued support financial 
and most importantly through 

prayer.  May you be blessed 
this Holiday Season. 

Donations can be made through 

our website at:  

 

www.imagineministries.net/donate 

 

You can also donate by sending 

a check made out to  

imagine @ 3 Short Lane 

Simsbury, CT 06070 

 
Thank you for partnering with us! 

 

 As many of you know we moved out 
of the urban city of Springfield, MA 
and back to the country of Simsbury, 
CT in September of 2020. We got a 
diagnoses in December 2019 of 
memory loss and possible dementia or 
Alzheimer’s for Kit. I knew it would 
be better for both of us to live in a 
place where we could have more     
access to land and nature as the        
disease progressed. It was trusting in 
the Lord’s nudges that kept me  
searching for a place to rent. We found 
a house in our old stomping ground, 
Simsbury. 
 
 It has been a time of watching and 

experiencing Jesus’s faithfulness through some major life challenges. 
One of those challenges was getting COVID in 2020 and Kit ending up 
in the hospital. Then there was a mass found in my thyroid that was   
removed and praise God, not cancerous.  Kit also had shoulder surgery 
which caused post-surgical delirium and then received a definite       
Alzheimer’s diagnoses after a pet scan.  
 
There is such a range of emotion and spiritual encounters in prayer with 
Jesus and life, that it can’t all be detailed here. What I do know is, it’s 
living in the difficulty of my own humanity and the humanity of those I 
love that pushes me to put total dependency of my life in the Lords    
loving hands. I would not have it any other way. He is truly my         
sanctuary in the middle of the storm. He calls us to look at him, not at 
the storm. As I am aware of the storm around me, I rely on the love    
Jesus has for me, and His beauty around me to continue to do His     
ministry at imagine, be Kit’s caretaker and feed into my children’s lives.   
 
Kit is still who he is in many ways. He is as good a drummer as he was 
years ago!  He is having a harder time remembering conversations,   
writing, articulating words and remembering details of our life and   
ministry, but he is very much at peace with God. He is still picking up 
books to read and shares something in that moment that surprises him or 
points him to God, but in a minute or two it becomes a fleeting thought. 
This has been hard to watch.  But, the Lord showed me to see it as it is, 
only in that moment.  See Kit as He is, not as what Kit used to be.  
Grieving can swallow you up if you don’t let Jesus direct you, connect 
with you in the weeping and carry it for you as you journey through it. 
We are grateful for how God has used friends to help carry the load, 
through dropping by now and then to be with Kit and me. 
 
We have been visiting several churches this season. We are excited to 
see what the Lord has for us to bring and to receive in the next year. Our 
lease will be up in September 2023, and the house will be put on the 

market. We are trusting God to lead us to where and what he has 
planned next. Please be in prayer for us in 2023 as we move closer to 
having to find a place to live.  Thank you for your continued love, prayer 

and support. 
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